
Motchello - Unfinished

Ey

I'm on never on a picking side But I'm gonna pick the talent over everything

On what you think?

What's a prince to a king, what's a boy to a man

Are we gonna stand here and act like we do not know?

No!

I'm with the king man who's standing at the top

Whose busy tracking, trolling, throwing shades

In my domain man nigga I'm the only one who really reigns, check it out

I'm the only one whose busy shining light, all on you

OG gotta relax

OG from a relapse

North and South pole

Bi-polar bro

Here on earth you the king, and out in space you are not

And this is where the talk nigga starts to change

HerÐµ is where evÐµrything gets interesting

Here is where everything gets meaningful

And you really not that much of a big deal bro

Here you really gotta pic a side and which you on

See the game for what it is, we are all pawns

See the truth all there written their eyes

Ey

When Taylor drops everybody's gotta move, that's white money talking bro

And you don't got it too, that's way it is



So I'm gonna shit on you for bringing k-dot in the mix

Too many casualties gone in the past

Behind every black man there's a white man

Behind every black queen there's black man

Ey

So I know there's one behind you

Ey, So I know he be calling all the shots bro

Ey

Talk about, catalyst, kings chamber, queens chamber

They don't' know, purple ways, blue in waves, coded green

Stay in your lane, in the rap game, here in my zone, you like the fame

I'm the one, that they call, when there's trouble in trouble-land

I'm the one that they call, address the elephant in the room

Later on the next song, man I promise you, I'm gonna do exactly that!

And that's besides the two on the way, yeh!


